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This unique, water-based drilling fluid system was introduced as 
an alternative to diesel oil-based fluids for long lateral production 
intervals of unconventional gas wells in the Haynesville Shale and 
other areas. Diesel oil-based mud (OBM) has been the fluid of 
choice for shale gas plays, where high bottomhole temperatures 
and high pore pressures are encountered. These fluids also provide 
shale-stabilizing attributes and contaminant resistance. OBM 
shortcomings, including ancillary disposal, haul-off and cleanup 
costs, environmental liabilities and other issues, spurred Newpark 
to design, optimize and implement the water-based alternative. 
Several constituents not previously used in the drilling fluids 
industry were identified and formulation-tested against required 

Haynesville performance attributes. New test protocols were developed, including innovative application of existing testing 
methods to simulate the fluid’s behavior at downhole conditions while drilling and circulating and during extended periods of 
harsh static conditions, such as during a BHA trip. The developmental process ultimately produced a new application-specific fluid 
system. More than 30 consecutive Haynesville field applications with several operators confirm proof of concept and reproducible 
results and validate the system’s effectiveness.

Winner: The evolution drilling fluid system, 
Newpark Drilling Fluids LLC

Finalists:

ConFINE–Control Formation  
Fines with Nanotechnology
Baker Hughes Incorporated

Drilling fluid for ultra-deep  
HT/HP/HS drilling
China National Petroleum Corp.

Isotherm
M-I Swaco

Shaledril water-based  
drilling system
Halliburton

This award category recognizes an innovative drilling or completions fluid or a fluid-related mechanism or  
process that was commercially introduced within the last year and helped to drill for or produce oil or gas.

Best Drilling, Completions and Production Fluids Award
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